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Underwood delivers speech at Teach-In opening night

Murphy, Curdt named
summer school coordinators
BY Connor FitzGerald
NEWS EDITOR

E

Underwood shares his “awakening” to racial issues following the incidents in Ferguson.
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BY Nolen Doorack
NEWS EDITOR

28 attend Ignatian Family Teach-In in D.C.

S

BY Sam Chechik and Andrew Modder

enior Brendan Underwood wowed thousands
with a speech titled “My
Awakening to Racial Issues
and Social Justice” at the Ignatian Family Teach-In last
Saturday.
His speech was only seven minutes long, but that’s all
he needed to grab the crowd’s
attention and set the tone of
the whole conference.
Underwood began by
expressing his frustrations
following the death of Michael Brown and the result-

CORE STAFF, REPORTER

R

esponding to the call to
“build bridges,” St. Louis
U. High sent 23 students and
five faculty chaperones to the
Ignatian Family Teach-In for
Justice (IFTJ) in Washington,
D.C., from Saturday to Monday.
The Ignatian Solidarity Network (ISN)—with the
help of Jesuit-affiliated sponsors—put on the event, as it
does every year. This year,
continued on page 4 over 1700 people gathered

Open House includes
new experts, brings in
over 300 families
BY Galen
REPORTER

T

Bacharier

his past Sunday, droves of
grade schoolers and parents filled the halls of St. Louis U. High for Open House.
This annual admissions event
gives possible future Jr. Bills
a full tour of the school and
an inside look at the academics, athletics, and clubs that
SLUH has to offer.
Just over 300 families
attended, down from last
year’s 360. Of these families,
56 percent were 7th graders,
22 percent were 8th graders,
and 18 percent were 6th graders, while those 5th grade or
younger made up the rest of

attendance. These percentages are not much of a stray
from the norm.
“Frankly, by now most
eighth graders have visited
the school and decided on
their top choice high school,”
said Director of Admissions
Anja Schmelter. “Seventh
graders usually make up the
majority of prospective students attending Open House.”
One of the biggest changes in this year’s Open House
was the addition of experts
in science, fine arts, robotics,
and theater who could speak
in depth about their areas.
“The experts received ex-
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at the Crystal City Marriott’s
Arlington Ballroom.
The IFTJ is a gathering
of Jesuit high schools and
universities across the United
States, and on the last day of
the trip, those schools then
advocate for social justice issues of their choice on Capitol
Hill, a process called “Advocacy Day.”
SLUH planned to meet
with both Senator Roy Blunt
and Senator Claire McCaskill
on Monday, but unfortunately, they were absent at
the meetings. SLUH did meet

continued on page 4
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Chinese scrolls exhibit to debut this evening
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The artists of these scrolls in the art gallery will be at SLUH tonight at 5:00 p.m.
BY Sam Heagney
FEATURES EDITOR

A

n exhibit of Chinese
scrolls, aimed at tracing the influence of Confucianism in Chinese culture,
presented by the Confucius
Classroom in coordination
continued on page 2 with the Confucius Institute

News

Movie Time!
ACES screens a documentary in
the Si Commons called A Black
Girl in Suburbia and hears the director’s words on the film. Page 2.
News

with their aides, Courtney
Houston-Carter and Krysten
Thomas, respectively.
Instead of choosing the
usual one issue (e.g. last year’s
immigration reform), SLUH’s
group chose to advocate for
both environmental justice
and criminal justice reform
this year.
“I’m really proud of how
things went on Advocacy
Day,” said Campus Minister
Meg Beugg. “It was great to
see that U.S. citizens really
can have their right to go and

nglish teacher Tim Curdt
and admissions assistant
Ann Murphy were named
summer school coordinators
earlier this school year. They
fill the position of former
summer school principal Tim
Rittenhouse.
The coordinators are
currently tasked with bringing in prospective students,
organizing the Direction
Days—which will be in June
next summer—and organizing the existing summer
courses for both incoming
freshmen and upperclassmen.
Curdt and Murphy are
still working on learning how
to work together and deciding
what work the other should
take the lead on. Along with
some unofficial ideas and
changes, Curdt and Murphy
are interested in forming the
website into a place where
students and parents can register for summer courses and
also looking into other activities SLUH can offer during
the summer. For this summer
specifically, Murphy is spearheading the changes to the
website, and Curdt is working
with the changed Direction
Day schedule as he is both
the freshman class moderator
and one of the two summer
school coordinators.
“(Neither of us) have a
definitive (focus),” said Curdt.
“But we’re starting to see how

our roles and our strengths
are kind of working with one
another.”
This switch from one to
two will allow the coordinators to handle both day-today duties and a larger vision
of marketing in a competitive field with prospective
students spending more and
more time at high schools
during the summer and also
an expansive idea of what
SLUH during the summer
will look like in the future.
The responsibilities of
the position grew with the
number of people working at
it.
“As the administrators
started to talk about the possibilities of the job, they realized it was a much more massive job than one person who
already has different obligations within the school,” said
Curdt.
Murphy has been in informal contact with grade
school students during Inside SLUH tours, asking
whether or not the prospective students have been on
campus before and what their
thoughts of their experience
were. Having a formal survey
sent to the visitors is on Murphy’s to-do list for the future
of this position so that SLUH
can better suit the needs of
grade school students.
“I think one of the things,
too, that is exciting about hav-

Conversation: Witthaus, ’12
SLUH alum Jack Witthaus talks
about his experiences covering
the recent events at Mizzou for
the Columbia Missourian. Page 3.

of Webster University, will
fill up the Art Gallery for the
next week.
The show, “Traditional
Chinese Art Exhibit: Tracing
the Influence of Confucianism through Contemporary
Artists,” was created by six
Chinese artists who came

to America for a reception,
which is open to all students,
tonight from 5 to 7 p.m.
“It provides a direct
exchange of ideas and discussions. The artisans can
elaborate on their thoughts
on composing the work,”
said Ching-Ling Tai, direc-

Sports
Feature

30+ Club!
Director of Groundskeeping Al
Teske retires after working at
SLUH for over 35 years. Page 5.

Ehret leads swim team to top 15
Strong races from senior Mark
Franz and freshman Joe Feder
help Jr. Bills to a 13th place finish
at the State meet last Saturday.
Page 6.
Sports

News

Artistic response to STL violence
Art teacher, Sean Powers assigns
unique design project using the
outline of St. Louis city. Page 8.

XC falters at State, places 11th
Despite outstanding performances from senior Dustan Davidson and junior Joe Laughlin,
the Jr. Bills placed outside of the
top ten for the first time in years.
Page 6.

tor of the Confucius Classroom. “Maybe the artists can
explain their inspiration and
ideas when composing these
works.”
If you climb the steps to
the art wing, you’ll notice the
scrolls without even enter-

continued on page 4
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ACES hosts A Black Girl in Suburbia New CLCs offer prayer, conversations
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BY Jimmy Bricker and
William Balossi

BY Andrew
REPORTER
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elissa Lowery, writer and producer of
the documentary A Black
Girl in Suburbia, visited
SLUH Wednesday night for
a showing and Q and A with
interested SLUH students.
The film details the discrimination that female students in Portland, Oregon,
past and present, face on a
daily basis. Portland is the
fifth whitest city in the United
States, according to Lowery.
The adults interviewed in
the film who detailed their experiences in the past, Lowery
included, talked about little
things they faced, like being
unable to find dates for prom
since it was a social taboo to
date a black girl, and finding
little to no interest from white
boys in high school. These
little things were coined microaggressions, the small discriminatory acts that African
Americans face each day.
High school seniors in
the film talked about their
own experiences with microaggressions and the social disparities that come along with
being a certain skin color.
They talked about being singled out, being the only person of color in a class, feeling
alone. They also talked about
their experience with literature, of how they were often
singled out by teachers in
English classes when it came
Huck Finn because of the language it contained.
Lowery’s family’s experiences of racism while growing
up in a largely white neighborhood prompted her to
speak out against the small
injustices in her everyday life.
During the Q and A,
Lowery testified to expecting
at least one question involving
the entirety of all black people
to come her way following
each Thursday’s episode of
The Cosby Show. She began
dreading Fridays.
The inspiration to start
the documentary came from
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Melissa Lowery introducing her film Wednesday night.

her own children’s experience of microaggressions,
though.
“My daughters inspired
me to make this film,” said
Lowery. “A friend (touched)
my daughter’s hair saying it
was different. And she did not
understand why her hair was
different.”
To fund the film, she
started a Kickstarter and
emailed everyone on her
email list, including people
she had only talked to once.
The degree of interest and
support that her project garnered came as a surprise. Her
project was not only well received, people volunteered
their services, including the
aforementioned two groups
of female African American
high schoolers.
African American students at SLUH felt they could
relate to the struggles portrayed in the film.
“I thought it was pretty
informative seeing racial issues back then going back to
now,” said sophomore Clark
Warren. “I had some of the
experiences she had going
to an all-white school with a
small population of blacks in
the school and in class being

the only black kid.”
Kovarik, moderator of
ACES, thought that seeing the
film was a valuable experience
for students at SLUH.
“A lot of the experiences
that were discussed by people
interviewed in the film are
relevant and sometimes identical but at least similar to experiences that our students go
through,” said Kovarik.
“I think it’s valuable for
African American students
to hear that mirrored back
to them and I think it’s also
good for white students to
hear those perspectives and to
think about how their African
American peers are feeling,”
said Kovarik.
The film was the fourth of
an annual program put on by
ACES, which aims to increase
awareness and discussion of
diversity issues and to make
all students feel welcome.
The events put on by
ACES give students a chance
to reflect on what it means to
live in a largely white school.
By focusing on their attitude
towards other people, students can become more aware
of and eliminate the small
things that distance themselves from others.

Open House benefits from new changes

Pluff

ampus Ministers Dan
Finucane and Pepe Ruiz,
S.J., have started St. Louis U.
High’s own Christian Life
Communities (CLC) by inviting chosen students from
pastoral teams and religious
clubs to reflect on their own
personal faith in an environment built around personal
relationships.
Finucane and Ruiz are
in the process of choosing a
group of students already very
active in Campus Ministry organizations to create a CLC.
The CLCs will give members
an opportunity to reflect and
have personal conversations
with their groups as they develop trust within the group.
“A more constant sense
of community,” said Ruiz.
“That is something that CLCs
provide.”
There is a fairly large
amount of freedom that
comes along with this idea
in the sense that it’s up to the
guys what they want to do,
how often to meet, and with

whom they want to meet. The
larger group decided they
wanted to be broken up into
smaller groups of four to seven students who have mostly
decided to meet bi-weekly.
“One of the things that
is unique about CLCs is in
that the first few weeks are a
time of discernment towards
whether or not this is something you want to do,” said
Finucane.
The meetings will have
some sort of structure to
them. For the first few, the
meetings will have a type of
reading and participants will
get to practice Jesuit reflection techniques.
The group is made up
primarily of students involved in their classes’ pastoral teams.
“The pastoral teams are
just a little too big and don’t
necessarily have the time during the week to really have
good, authentic faith-sharing
on a consistent basis,” said Finucane.
Companionship will be
stressed in the group discussions and in the long term,

Finucane thinks that a retreat
with the whole group would
be a great way to reflect on
that companionship.
CLCs are at many other
Jesuit schools around the
country, and both Finucane
and Ruiz have seen them in
the past. They were originally
started to foster a sort of sense
of community, but are also a
great way to practice Ignatian
principles.
“These are people that
are engaged in their faith, but
need time to reflect on what
that faith means,” said Finucane.
Along with Ruiz and
Finucane, Ralph Houlihan,
S.J., Chris Pinne, S.J., and art
teacher Sean Powers will be
helping with the formation
and continuing of the community.
“As a minister, if I don’t
take time for my own spiritual
life, I’m worthless to others,”
said Finucane. “If I’m not in
touch with my own relationship with God, then I’m kind
of hollow.”

Scholar Bowl improves to 5-0 on season
BY Nick Messina
CORE STAFF

F

resh off its second meet
at Cor Jesu on Tuesday,
the St. Louis U. High Scholar
Bowl team has shown that it
can dominate the area competition.
Varsity A improved to a
perfect 5-0, beating Cor Jesu
280-110, Rosati 440-40, and
SLUH Varsity B, 270-240.
Since both SLUH varsity teams have demonstrated their trivia prowess
against most other major high
schools in the St. Louis region, it makes sense that the
Varsity B team’s only loss so
far this season would come
from the Varsity A team. The
two teams are slated to play
against each other this season
at least twice.
“That game (against Varsity A) was very tight, very
close. I think we were playing
it with a friendly atmosphere
and having a good time,” said
Varsity B captain senior Michael Brennan. “And this was
only the second close game
I’ve ever played on my tenure
in Scholar Bowl. It was exciting, to say the least.”
In the game between
both of SLUH’s varsity teams,
neither team held a discernable lead over the other. After
the initial 20 toss-up ques-
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tions—the main questions
made available to any player
on either team—the teams
were tied at 240. The game
was forced into overtime and
ultimately two more questions for both teams. Neither
team scored any points on the
21st question, but Varsity A
managed to answer the 22nd
question and the two following bonus questions for a total
of 270 points and the victory.
“There was a lot less tension, so we thought it was
probably more fun,” said
Varsity A player Sam Bott.
“It was fun to give other guys
stares across the room if we
got questions right. Overall, it

was a really good time.”
JV improved to 3-1,
beating St. Mary’s 220-160
and Rosati 220-60. The team
had a bye in the first round.
Varsity B boosted its record to 4-1, taking out Vianney 230-100 and DuBourg
380-40 before the loss to
SLUH Varsity A, 270-240. The
MVP of the night was Varsity
B senior David Dowd-Nieto,
who answered an unbelievable 16 toss-ups out of the total 30 possible questions.
The teams are scheduled
to play on Tuesday, Nov. 17, at
Nerinx Hall High School.

Curdt, Murphy become two
summer coordinators
A prospective student at Open House on Sunday.

(continued from page 1)

-tremely positive reviews,”
said Schmelter, who cited a parent who said they
“knocked it out of the park.”
STUCO played a more
significant role this year,
greeting families at the end
of the tour. This change also
received hugely positive feedback from both visitors and
members.
“I liked greeting much

more than just (being at) a
table, because we were actually more hands on, we got
to introduce ourselves, kinda
direct more people around,”
said junior vice president Peter Hennessey. “I thought that
was way better than just having a table.”
STUCO’s improved role
also directed families to the
academic tables in the Danis
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Lobby.
“Anytime you have
something new, you’ll have
a couple kinks to work out,”
said Assistant Director of Admissions Adam Cruz. “STUCO didn’t always know where
to point them after, and we’ll
have to work with the experts
to make sure things don’t bottleneck, but for the most part
things went really well.”

(continued from page 1)

ing this formalized is now so
much more than ever, kids are
starting earlier to look at their
high school choices,” said
Murphy. “When they come to
campus when they’re in third,
fourth, and fifth grade—it
sounds really strange—they
along with their parents are
starting to say, ‘Hey we liked
our experience at SLUH with
the math camp, and maybe
this could be a place where
our son could come in the future.’”

The two also plan to
centralize the feedback that
SLUH camp leaders get from
their specific camp-goers so
that they can learn on a larger scale what is working and
what needs work.
Murphy’s expertise and
background in both marketing and admissions here at
St. Louis U. High along with
Curdt’s experience as freshman class moderator and his
work with Upward Bound
made them attractive candidates for the position.

Curdt and Murphy expressed hope for the future
of SLUH’s summer programs
and its ability to initiate young
students into the community.
“We want … to make
(prospective students and incoming freshmen) more comfortable in the building, but
also to help establish a vision
for what the school is and how
we interact with one another,
with our teachers and our
sports early on,” said Curdt.
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Commentary
A call for empathy and understanding during college process
BY Cade
STAFF

3

Dernlan

I

n spite of Saint Louis U.
High’s impressive reputation, my mom felt apprehensive. It boasted a nice
campus and employed some
of the best teachers in the
area thanks to the wealthy
families whose children they
educated. My mom’s discomfort stemmed not from these
students’ wealth, but rather
our lack of it. She didn’t want
her son to feel self-conscious
about the fact that he couldn’t
afford many of the things they
could.
While I appreciated my
mom’s concern, I felt confident that I would be just
fine. For most of my time
at SLUH, I have felt truly at
home amongst my brothers. I
have found my classmates and
fellow SLUH students to be

open-minded.
However, for as culturally aware as many of SLUH’s
students are, it can be quite a
shock to see just how ignorant
many of them can be when it
comes to the topic of college.
Many SLUH students do not
have to think twice about how
they will be able to afford their
college education. Their family has the financial means
to afford it. However, that is
not the case for everyone at
SLUH. Much to my frustration, I have found that many
otherwise open-minded students remain ignorant to the
struggles of many of their
brothers.
Recently, a fellow student
whom I respected (and still do
respect) asked what schools I
was considering. Once I had
recited a list that consisted

mainly of state universities,
he inquired as to why my list
lacked private universities.
The question, though innocent in nature, nonetheless
stirred up frustration within
me. I thought to myself, why
does it matter?
I try to avoid discussion
about college because I don’t
want people to think I’m asking for pity. I don’t pity myself at all. Rather, the burden
of paying for my own college
education has actually caused
me to more appreciate the
incredible education that I
have received at SLUH. I do
not think there is a place that
could have better prepared me
for what I hope will be a fruitful time in college.
However, in the heat
of the moment, none of this
crossed my mind when asked

about private universities.
I regurgitated my explanation that I was expected to
pay for college on my own,
and therefore had only considered schools with “affordable” tuitions. In my mind,
that should have been enough
to end the discussion of that
topic. Instead, my companion
took this as his cue to let me
know how sorry he was for
me, and how he couldn’t even
imagine being in such a dire
situation.
I said nothing at the
time, but these comments left
a nasty taste in my mouth.
While I realized that he didn’t
mean to offend me (in fact he
intended quite the opposite),
I was left shell shocked. Until
this conversation, I hadn’t really thought much of my situation. I was expected to pay

have made and will continue
to make in the upcoming
months will be the source of
great stress. The realization
that we will soon be parting
ways with many of our closest friends will slowly sink
in more and more. However,
we need not let these worries
push us apart as a class, or
even as a school. The person
next to you in homeroom may
be terrified by the prospect of
not being accepted into his
dream school, while another
student may have no clue how
they will be able to afford the
next four years of his education. We may all be different
from each other, but that is
the beauty of SLUH. Our differences make SLUH. After
all, we are SLUH. Let’s not
forget that as we enter our last
months here.

From the PN Vault:

Conversation

Witthaus, ’12, talks covering Mizzou for Missourian
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News
editor
Nolen
Doorack spoke yesterday to
Jack Witthaus, ’12, a reporter
for the Columbia Missourian.
Witthaus and fellow Saint Louis U. High alum and Mizzou
graduate student Will Schmidt,
’11, are helping to cover the
demonstrations and events
at the University of MissouriColumbia. A journalism and
history major, Witthaus was
a Prep News sports editor his
senior year. He interned at the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch this
summer.
Nolen Doorack: What
has it been like trying to cover the events at Mizzou the
last couple of weeks?
Jack Witthaus: I was
kind of like the fresh legs guy,
so I usually cover crime and
court for the Missourian here.
But this has been all hands on
deck—not to use the cliché
there—but I mean the story
became so big that they wanted anybody who could cover
it for the Missourian to do so.
I came in a little late;
I started covering it last
Wednesday, and I’ve done
some stories since then. I
mean, it’s been emotional.
It’s been difficult. And part
of the reason is like—I’m not
gonna lie to you—this has
been something that I’ve had
to learn about too as far as

for college. That seemed fair
enough to me. But suddenly I
felt alienated from my brothers at SLUH. I didn’t want to
be looked at differently because I had to fund my own
college education, and I certainly didn’t want pity. Even
now, months after that specific incident, I am not positive
what an appropriate response
to such comments should be.
Regardless, I wish to finish my education at SLUH
how I began it. When I first
stepped into SLUH, I felt equal
to everyone else. I didn’t feel
like an outcast for participating in work-study, and I felt
a special bond with my classmates because we were SLUH.
Even now, we are SLUH.
It’s not uncommon for
seniors to lose sleep over college. The decisions we already

systematic oppression and
racism and what does it mean
to be a privileged white male,
what does is mean to work for
a newspaper that is seen as
part of the mainstream media.
The mainstream media has
been so exclusionary to nonwhite people in the United
States and has been racist to
non-white people historically
in the United States. I had to
understand how that plays
into trust and see why there
is distrust with black students
and the media.
Learning all those things,
it’s been difficult because for
me personally, it hasn’t been
something that I’ve had to
think about. And I think that’s
the whole premise of why
Concerned Student 1950 appeared—to educate people.
Certainly I’ve received an education these last two weeks.
ND: Monday especially,
some protesters requested a
“safe space” away from the
media. How did that affect
your ability and your colleagues’ abilities to tell the
story?
JW: That goes back to
what I was saying about the
trust. So Concerned Student
wants to tell their story the
way they feel it should be told,
and perhaps there was distrust
between the mainstream me-

dia—national and local—and
Concerned Student. And also
Concerned Student wanted
some time to decompress and
digest the news.
So when that safe space
was created, a lot of the media
didn’t understand what was
going on. And looking back,
hindsight if we knew then
what we know now about
how there would be a ton of
media access later. We didn’t
know that then so that’s why
you saw some issues, some of
the encounters between Concerned Student and the media. No one really knew what
was going on or what the wall
was. I certainly didn’t know
it was an anti-media wall. I
thought everyone was coming
together and holding hands.
… Concerned Student wanted
some time to itself.
I’m friends with Tim Tai.
He’s a Parkway North graduate. He got a perfect score
on the ACT. I have jokingly
told him in the past that he
should have gone to SLU
High. (Laughs.) His behavior
was obviously admirable, and
it was difficult. Like I said, it
was emotionally draining and
difficult.
There were three different instances this week where
I have fallen asleep and woken
up not knowing what time or
day it was. It has been pretty
disorienting over here.
ND: I noticed you tweeted a few dozen times since
last Sunday. How has social
media played a role in the
coverage of events at Mizzou?
JW: It’s huge. When I
was a SLU High, if you got
like three favorites on a tweet
that was a big deal. Not many
people had Twitter, but now
it is something that is indispensible. It’s something that
you just have to pay attention
to. It’s how Concerned Student shared a lot of information. If they weren’t talking
with the media at one point,
they may have been sharing

their thoughts on social media: when the next event was,
times and places. It’s a double
experience. You’re in real life,
but you are also connected to
social media as well.
ND: Could you describe
the atmosphere on campus
today, and how that differs from Monday when Mr.
Wolfe resigned?
JW: So Monday was chaotic. No one really knew what
was going on. The news came
in and every couple hours
more news came in. Wolfe resigned, then Loftin, then there
was the dean’s letter that came
out. Like boom, boom, boom.
Just reacting to all those
things.
There were a lot of threats
about the safety of black students made Tuesday night, but
Wednesday there was a lot of
fear. My classes weren’t well
attended. Thursday, today,
has been a little better; there
has been the subsiding of fear.
People are still digesting this.
This is something everyone is
talking about here.
ND: What was the racial climate at Mizzou before
these demonstrations unfolded? Were you surprised?
JW: I wasn’t surprised.
The Missourian has a timeline
of racial incidents on campus that will give you a great
idea. It’s like the number one
article on our site. There were
definitely months and months
of lead-up. …We were thinking of where to start, the 17th
century? Or 1839 when Mizzou was founded and slaves
worked here, I don’t know if
work is the right word? Or
1950 when the first black student was admitted? It’s a lot
of conversations and talking
it out. I’d be silly to speculate
what’s next. It’s very emotional
here right now. Overall, I’m
pretty impressed with Mizzou—the students…there has
been a lot of patience with the
students.

SLUH Alum Michael Blassie ’66
This Wednesday, Veterans Day, Choral director Addie
Akin used Blassie’s story in morning prayer. This exerpt
was originally published in the Prep News on January 23,
1997, the week that CBS News released documents revealing Blassie as the first soldier in the Tomb of the Unknowns to be identified. He was later moved to Jefferson
Barracks Cemetary.
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Underwood speaks on
race at Ignatian Teach-In
(continued from page 1)

ing events in Ferguson. After
moving beyond those frustrations, he shared his self-reflection and own call to action.
“My main point was that
change is possible, and we all
have to listen to our own call,”
said Underwood.
Each year, the Teach-In
features a handful of student
speakers. In September, campus minister Dan Finucane
wrote to the Ignatian Solidarity Network (ISN) suggesting
Underwood as a speaker.
After Underwood was
named as a speaker, he worked
through draft after draft, consulting his older brother, his
mother, and teachers. Finucane and campus minister
Meg Beugg helped him refine
the speech and practice reciting it.
“Mr. Finucane just had
me sit down and imagine
what I felt that night and
imagine my true feelings,”
said Underwood. “That’s the
opening part where I imagine my older brother, me, my
younger brother. That’s when
I was able to look inside myself and realize the progression that happened.”
Underwood practiced
for four hours in the Si Commons last Friday with Beugg
and Finucane. They went
through roughly five drafts
alone that afternoon. Under-

wood would run through his
speech, Beugg and Finucane
would take notes, they all
would edit it, and repeat the
process.
“It was hard work, but it
was also fun working through
the drafts,” said Underwood.
The whole ballroom
hung on Underwood’s words.
Some tweeted messages of
encouragement, while others jotted notes. Everyone
though, erupted into wild
applause and rose to their
feet. The humble Underwood
waited a second after finishing, then cracked a toothy
smile.
“Even the best draft and
run-through Friday was nowhere near what happened
on Saturday … his confidence
was just there,” said Finucane.
Students and professors
alike lined up to congratulate
Underwood after his speech.
He joked that even his SLUH
classmates in the room had to
wait in line to see him.
One comment from a
young woman stood out to
him.
“She said that she was so
close-minded before, but after
listening to my speech and
my approach she opened her
mindset,” said Underwood.
“That literally was the one
comment that meant the most
to me; it made it all worth it.”

Editor’s note: To the right is the text of Underwood’s speech that he gave
at the Ignatian Family Teach-In. The video of his speech can be found at
this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uex-aY_ti8
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My Awakening to Racial Issues and Social Justice
By Brendan Underwood

Good evening, I am Brendan Underwood, a senior at Saint Louis
University High school.
August 27th, 2014 was both my worst and best birthday.
The night of my birthday, I was furious. My face was soaked with
tears of frustration and pain at what had transpired in Ferguson just 18
days earlier. On August 9th, Michael Brown was gunned down in the
middle of the street. His body laid in the street for four hours.
An officer had again decided to become the judge, jury and executioner of a young, Black male. Mike Brown was 18 years old. He was
a recent high school graduate with plans for his future. Yet the media
wasted no time in dragging his name through the mud.
My indignation began to give way to fear, however, because I had
just turned 17. I was only one year younger than Mike Brown.
Mike Brown was the latest in a series of young Black men whose
futures had been denied. But this time, I couldn’t turn away, because
Mike Brown was killed three miles away from my home.
In that moment, it was no longer Mike Brown’s body lying in the
street, it was my own. It was my brother Danny’s body. It was my little
brother Marcus’s body. And it was unbearable.
I know that I would do anything to protect my brothers. How
could I not stand up when other people’s brothers and fathers were being killed because they are young, black and male? How could I not demand that Black lives are just as precious as any other lives? I felt called
to seek justice for all of my brothers and sisters whose human dignity
was being robbed.
It was this call to seek justice that was my birthday present. Each of
us here possesses a call, a passion for justice. It has different forms for all
of us but for me, at the time, it was wild and unformed.
I started with the easiest place to reach, myself. After my transformative 17th birthday, I immersed myself into studies dealing with racial
and social justice. Slowly I started to feel my passion for change forming within me. I realized what every advocate for change comes to grips
with: I couldn’t do it alone.
I knew I needed solidarity. With hindsight you can say that I needed to build bridges with the world around me. I started with one of my
teachers, Mr. Zinselmeyer. I took a deep breath before I sent an email
to Mr. Z to ask if he would read The Racial Contract by Charles Mills
with me. I was nervous that he might say no. If Mr. Z had said he was
too busy to read the book with me, my journey to build bridges in my
community might have ended before it even got started, but Mr. Z said
YES! He helped me pursue a deeper understanding of the world around
me. He helped me realize that I had the power to build bridges around
me and help them flourish.
The first bridge I made was with my family. I know no matter how
angry I make my older brother Danny, I can always rely on him to push

that aside and discuss any topic at length with me, in order to help challenge my understanding of the world. I honestly believe he has higher
aspirations for me than I do for myself.
Next, I looked at the community around me. I started working
with the local Urban League. The Urban League strives to enable African
Americans to secure economic self-reliance, equality, power, and civil
rights. This past summer, I participated in an Urban League national
summit with other young people. We learned how to foster great solidarity in our cities. At that summit I realized that there are young people
like you and me who are constantly at work trying to better our society.
Lastly, I built a bridge at my school. I was given the rare opportunity to speak in front of the entire faculty and staff at my high school
about the importance of achieving great racial inclusion. I was nervous
but I knew I had something important to say. I knew they needed to hear
a young person’s perspective.
In the speech I stressed that both teachers and students have valuable opinions to be shared on the issue of racism. Rather than just talk
about the idea of building bridges between students and teachers, I
wanted to do it. So I established a group called Student-Teacher Association for Racial Study, also known as S.T.A.R.S.
S.T.A.R.S. is currently examining The Autobiography of Malcolm X,
which walks through the journey of an imperfect man and his passion
for the betterment of a people and a nation. S.T.A.R.S. strives to be more
than just men and women for others. We are men and women with others.
I think that is why we are all here. We are actively trying to be men
and women for and with others.
I know there are a lot of issues in America that need to be addressed. I know it can seem like the problem is too big, but I also know
that each of us must listen to our own call. Each of us is called to awaken
to the ways we can fight injustice.
Your call to social justice might manifest itself differently than
mine. It could be to confront a friend who tells a racist joke. It could be
to start a heart to heart dialogue with your parents. It could even be to
start your own social justice group. But at the heart of each call must be
the hope that change is possible.
We must have faith and hope in ourselves and our fellow man and
woman. We must possess the hope that this journey that we are on, no
matter the speed, will lead us to justice. My favorite quote from Martin
Luther King Jr., speaks to this:
“If you can’t fly then run, if you can’t run then walk, if you can’t
walk then crawl, but whatever you do you have to keep moving forward.”
With our passion for change, we all have to keep moving forward
for ourselves, for our communities, and for the Greater Glory of God.
Thank you.

Art gallery filled with Confucian scrolls Students advocate on Capitol Hill

(continued from page 1)

ing the gallery. Twelve of the
pieces, featuring paintings
about three feet long on six
foot scrolls, overflow into the
entryway to the art gallery. In
the gallery itself, 18 scrolls as
well as five framed pictures fill
up the walls.
The scrolls highlight the
landscapes and plants of China in muted colors, though
an array of pinks and purples
highlight flower buds.
One of the paintings,
“Peony,” is a close-up of a
bright pink Peony flower. On
the other end of the spectrum is “Dragonfly,” a sparse,
black-and-white
portrayal
of a thin plant stem next to
a bleak mountainside and a
small, translucent dragonfly.
In between that spectrum are
many light green landscapes
and more bustling flowers.
An informational packet
released by the Director of
the Center for International
Education and Confucius Institute at Webster University
states that “most of the images
are of nature and the theme of
the solitary man, or a group of
friends who find themselves
alone.” It also reads that the
paintings are the artists’ attempts to find a balance between realism and romanticism.
The show was brought
to the attention of the Confucius Institute by Liu Wesheng,
who worked with the institute
and Confucius Classroom
last year on an art exhibit.
He graduated from the Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts the
alma-mater of the other five

(continued from page 1)
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These scrolls follow Confucianism in Chinese culture.

artists as well. Wesheng organized the artists and the
exhibit.
This show is the fourth
installment of a series of
events the Confucius Classroom has brought to SLUH
in an attempt to bring Chinese culture to the community. Past events have been
well received, according to
Tai. Students from Cor Jesu,
Rosati-Kain, MICDS, and the
St. Louis Immersion School
have all come to the various
events so the classroom has
high hopes for this event.
It is also the second time
this year that the classroom
has teamed up with the Confucius Institute at Webster
University.
“There will be continuous cooperation between us
two (programs) because, in
fact, our Confucius Classroom is affiliated with the
Confucius Institute (at Web-

ster University),” said Tai.
To set up the exhibit, the
art department enlisted seniors Aiden Evans and Nick
Bentz to remove the old artwork and clear out the room.
To hang the scrolls up,
Ge Lisheng, the Deputy Director of the Confucius Institute at Webster University, his
wife and artist Xinyan Niu,
and two helpers came in on
Monday while school was out.
The art department left
the job of organizing the show
to the Confucius Institute.
The scrolls are organized by
artist.
The artists will be in
America until Saturday morning when they head back to
China to the Tianjin Academy
of Fine Arts where the exhibit
started. On Nov. 20 the scrolls
will follow the artists back to
China with Lisheng.

speak with their representatives and express their opinions on what they want to
happen and just realizing that
in other countries that is impossible.”
The two topics stemmed
from a five-hour meeting prior to the IFTJ, where the students and faculty gathered at
St. Louis University to brainstorm potential topics and
train for advocacy.
Two SLUH members,
senior Brendan Underwood
and art teacher Sean Powers,
made significant contributions to the IFTJ in speech
and art. Underwood spoke
Saturday evening about his
experience with race and his
eventual founding of STARS
(Student-Teacher Association
for Racial Studies).
With the help of numer-

ous hot glue guns and reused
cardboard, Powers constructed a landscape portrait of a
bridge. The bridge connected
the eight El Salvadoran martyrs, the four female religious
martyrs, and the four Americans mentioned by the Pope
to Congress to the thoughts,
hopes, and dreams of members of the congregation who
wrote or drew their thoughts
on cardboard. This started
last year when ISN Program
Director Kim Miller noticed
his doodles during a speech
and asked him to contribute
a piece.
“(Cardboard’s) not a
flashy material; it’s very humble because of its color. It’s
commonplace in America,”
said Powers. “It’s not a rare
material, so people just kind
of toss it aside and don’t think
about it, but if you spend

Powers drawing Salvadoran martyr Elba Ramos.

some time to look at things
that everybody else overlooks
or forgets about or disregards,
you can find beauty even in
those things, and that’s what I
kind of felt my task during the
whole weekend was: trying to
make these ordinary, disregarded boxes into something
beautiful.”
Over the course of the
IFTJ, there were three keynote
speakers that talked to the
entire congregation. On Saturday, Sister Helen Prejean,
C.S.J., spoke against the death
penalty in relation to her
book, Dead Man Walking.
On Sunday morning,
Maureen O’Connell, an associate professor of Christian
ethics at La Salle University,
gave a speech about racial
injustice in the global community.

continued on page 8
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hen someone stays a
part of the St. Louis
U. High community for more
than 30 years, they start to
reach a legendary status. Recent members of the 30+
club include Dick Wehner,
Joseph Koestner, and John
Mueller, all three very public
SLUH figures. One name not
on this list, but should be, is
the far less visible Director
of Groundskeeping Al Teske,
who retired last month after a
35-year career at SLUH.
SLUH’s campus is maintained by a full time crew of
two or three people aided
by work grant students, who
change seasonally to account
for a surplus of work in the
spring and summer. The
monstrous task of maintaining SLUH’s grounds as well as
other school-owned properties is handled by Teske, and
it all happens in a big shed off
of Manchester Avenue, owned
by SLUH and located behind
Sheridan Stadium.
Teske’s place within
SLUH has evolved over the
years. Starting out as a painter for five years, he has also
taken up the roles as keymaster and indoor maintenance
worker for ten years, and finally groundskeeper where
he spent his last 20 years.
Teske’s evolving roles mirrored SLUH’s rapidly expanding campus.
Teske first arrived at
SLUH in May of 1980 when
he was hired by Fr. Tom Cummings, S.J. Prior to SLUH, he
had been working for a tractor-trailer company as well as
in service to the United States
military.
When he was first hired,
Teske was a part of the SLUH
paint crew, responsible for
painting all of the classrooms,
hallways, Jesuit residences,
and so on. Teske’s work in the
paint crew was his first introduction to the SLUH community, where he got to know the
alumns who worked on the
paint crew as a summer job

Teske (right) after Cashbah in 1989. He set up the event for 25 years.

opportunity or to help offset
the costs of graduate school.
“Fr. Cummings made
everything here kind of fun,”
said Teske about his time
working on the interior of the
school. “It was a special place
to work and I am just happy
that I got to be a small part of
it.”
After a five-year stint in
the paint crew, Teske moved
into the maintenance sector
of the staff, responsible for the
upkeep the interior of SLUH’s
buildings. After attending a
locksmith school, Teske became the keymaster at SLUH
while working on the maintenance crew.
“He was our locksmith,
so instead of us having to call
a locksmith every time we
turned around at $200 or $300
a pop, we just educated somebody in our maintenance department to be that particular
person,” said Director of Facilities Joe Rankin.
Teske helped with the
setting up of Cashbah for 25
years, but when Sheridan Stadium was built, he decided
that he couldn’t do both and
then moved over to grooming the baseball field. He also
maintained the SLUH passenger bus, nicknamed “Big
Blue.”
After ten additional years

in interior maintenance, Teske
was asked to take over the
role of a groundskeeper at
SLUH in the mid 1990s, 15
years after his arrival into the
SLUH community. His job at
the time, however, included
only the football field, built in
1979, and the main campus.
“President Baker came
to me and said we wanted to
allow X amount of dollars to
the upkeep of the grounds,”
said Teske. “It was something
that we had never done before
and I have to thank Fr. Baker
for taking an interest in the
grounds.”
It was there in the grass
fields that Teske felt most at
home on campus, and it was
there where he would devote
nearly 20 years of his career at
SLUH. While his original job
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as head groundskeeper consisted mainly of taking care
of the football stadium’s grass,
that job evolved as years went
on. In the mid 2000s, many local high schools began switching over from real grass fields
to the artificial turf fields that
SLUH has on both the soccer and football fields. Teske
however, never really stopped
taking care of these fields,
though, since each turf field
requires three hours of twicea-week maintenance.
That switch to synthetic
turf did decrease the amount
of work that Teske had to do,
but he still had to inspect the
fields, still a complicated task,
just not as physical.
“He was a dedicated
worker who took his job very
seriously, as far as the respon-

Prep News
sibility, especially when it
comes to safety and not only
trying to do a good job, but
also trying to do his best,” said
Rankin. “‘You don’t know if
you don’t ask questions.’ I kind
of remember Al saying those
types of things. He was never
afraid to just ask questions
when he didn’t know certain
things.”
Teske spent more time on
a baseball field than Matt Holliday and Yadier Molina combined. The addition of Sheridan Stadium also meant that
Teske had a new full-time job,
the upkeep of a baseball field.
Built to mimic the dimensions
of Busch Stadium, Sheridan
Stadium’s upkeep could be
considered Teske’s final job at
SLUH.
In the past 35 years, the
exterior of SLUH has changed
drastically. Teske has been a
huge part of an ever-expanding campus. As SLUH bought
local houses and prepared
to demolish them in order
to build the Field House and
Drury Complex, Teske helped
maintain the properties that
SLUH bought. When SLUH
built the Danis Field House,
he was there to facilitate the
change in grounds then as
well. Most recently, Teske was
of course involved in the construction of the Jesuit House
on Wise Avenue.
Besides the sports fields
and interior of the school,
Teske designed and built
many of the garden beds that
are around the school, including the beds on Oakland Avenue and the student parking

5

lot. Green Guys designed and
put in the beds in the Berthold
Turnaround, but Teske maintained them during his time
here.
“There’s a lot of that work
that goes on that is pretty
much kept under the radar,”
said Rankin. “The spotlight is
not on these guys. If they want
the spotlight in a job, this is
not it.”
After the death of a
brother due to terminal cancer over the summer, Teske
decided that he wanted to
move along to a new chapter
in his life.
“You can’t work forever,”
said Teske. “It kind of shocked
me.”
Teske left SLUH with a
lot more than paint-stained
clothes or an uncanny appreciation for real grass fields.
He leaves SLUH having made
both visual and internal impacts on the SLUH community. The visual impacts are
apparent in the beautifully
kept grounds, many of which
didn’t even exist when he began work at SLUH. But the
deeper impacts are not always
as clear. Whether it was handling the work-study kids,
the alumni who came back
to work on the paint crew, or
the teachers and staff members who were graced with his
friendship, Teske left SLUH
a better, and better looking,
place than he found it—which
is why he should be honorably
inducted into the prestigious
30+ club.

artwork | Ian Mulvihill

This box truck and the background toolsheds on East Road are where Teske worked during his groundskeeping time at SLUH.

With a smile and a wave, Tim Leahy, ’85, guards the parking lot
BY Matthew
REPORTER
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very day on our walk
down to our cars, we pass
by a friendly man in a black
Nissan Altima. Many times
you may wave back, wondering who this guy is or why
he cares so much about you.
Though he may blend into
your day to day business, Tim
Leahy, ’85, has a story of love
for both his St. Louis U. High
community and family that
brought him back to his alma
mater to work in the campus
security department.
After graduating from
SLUH in 1985, Leahy earned
a degree in business administration from the University of
Richmond in Virginia. After
college, he worked in sales for
nearly 17 years. A job in sales
and marketing meant a lot of
on the road traveling, which
clashed with Leahy’s desire to
be at home to take care of his
kids and be with his family.
Coming back to SLUH was a
nice way for him to shift gears
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Leahy on the far right.

and slow down a bit.
Wanting to spend more
time with his family was only
half the reason he made the
switch to SLUH.
“I always loved coming
back here, it’s a good feeling,
it’s like an extended family atmosphere,” said Leahy. “I

love all the people here, I was
amazed at how many people
are still here that were here
when I was going to school,
whether it be teachers, or
coaches, or office personnel. I
think that the fact that there’s
still people here that love their
work and they want to stay is

a pride and obviously a testament that people are being
treated well.”
When Leahy returned to
SLUH, he started off doing
groundskeeping outside. After working there for the first
couple years he transitioned
to security-type duties. Work-

ing on the grounds helped
him learn the ins and outs of
the campus better before he
started his job in security.
Leahy didn’t have any
technical security training,
and instead learned from the
experiences he had as he went
along.
His duties as a security
guard include monitoring the
parking lots, student vehicles,
all of SLUH’s acreage, and directing people during special
events such as sports games,
Cashbah or the card party. He
is also there to distribute free
parking slips to adults here
on school-related business or
students if they’ve forgotten
their magnetic parking pass
one day.
During our interview
Leahy kept using the term
“we” when describing his duties, conveying that there is
a group of people that work
together to make this all happen. Chiefly among those
are Director of Facilities Joe
Rankin and security guard

Charlie Clark. Leahy extends
his thanks to them for giving
him the opportunity to escape
a desk job to come to SLUH
and give back to his former
school community.
Even with a sizable
workforce, there is still a lot
of ground to cover, which is
why security personnel are
in vehicles. Most use the big
white delivery vans owned by
SLUH, but Mr. Leahy chooses
to use his own signature black
Nissan because it provides
a level of comfort being his
own car. He slaps magnetic
SLUH tags on the doors every
morning, and just like that he’s
ready to go.
What most characterizes
Leahy isn’t anything that he
is instructed to do, but rather
that smile and wave we all
know. He says that it comes
from his background in sales;
it was a habit. Why not continue it here?
“I think everyone likes
a greeting, everyone likes a

continued on page 7
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Despite Davidson’s All-State finish, XC finishes 11th at State race
BY Joseph Reznikov
CORE STAFF

A

n All-State performance
by senior Dustan Davidson and personal record by
junior Joe Laughlin weren’t
enough to led the St. Louis
U. High varsity cross country
team to a top ten finish at the
state meet last Saturday in Jefferson City.
The Jr. Bills placed eleventh out of 16 teams, scoring
250 points. Lafayette placed
first in the state with a score
of 38 points.
Davidson led the SLUH
team all year, and the state
meet was no different. Davidson placed 14th overall
out of the 165 runners with
a time of 16:26.02 going for
All-State honors. Davidson’s
accomplishment makes him
the 34th SLUH runner since
1989 to be named an All-State
finisher.
“It was a great honor,”
said Davidson. “I’ve been AllState three times in track, but
it was nice to be named AllState in cross country too.”
Laughlin came in shortly after Davidson, finishing

in 31st place with a time of
16:42.86—a personal record.
“To PR on the state
course with the last mile the
way it is (hilly and uphill) is
really impressive,” said Porter.
“He’s running with the top
guys in the state.”
“Joe’s a great runner,”
said senior Jake Lepak. “He’s
really improved a lot over the
past few years and especially
this year; it’s exciting to watch
how much he’s matured.”
Other members of the
state team were seniors Joe
Butler (17:28.51), Jake Lepak
(17:45.26), and Billy Balossi (17:45.94); junior William Kelly (18:08.99); and
freshman Patrick Hetlage
(17:55.14).
SLUH’s strategy at the
starting line was to go out
hard in the first kilometer
rather than conserve energy
for a move later on in the race.
“For us to have a shot
at being in the top four and
getting a trophy we knew we
needed to be aggressive,” said
coach Joe Porter. “It was a big
risk to go out like that, but we
took it and it just didn’t work
out.”

SLUH’s plan seemed to
be working when they came
through the mile mark in
fourth place, but the runners
could not maintain the strong
pace throughout the second
and third miles.
Though some of the
runners didn’t have the race
they were hoping for, they
know that they can’t be too
frustrated with their performance. Some positive things
can be pulled out of the race;
the team extended its streak
of making it to the state meet
to 22 consecutive years. SLUH
also managed to beat all the
teams they had defeated in
the sectional meet the week
before, which was a goal coming into the race.
“No matter how well we
do at the state meet, it’s always
a celebration of us as a team
and who we are,” said Laughlin.
The atmosphere and style
of racing of the state meet is
different compared to a normal meet, which could have
been one of the things that
caused SLUH to struggle.
“Since everyone is fast, all
the runners go out hard and it

The cross country team at the starting line of the State meet.

becomes a war of attrition to
see who can hang in there the
longest,” said Laughlin. “A lot
of us weren’t used to that kind
of race.”
The completion of the
state meet brings an end to
the SLUH cross country careers for the four seniors, who
have dedicated so much time
and effort to the program. But
rather than reminisce in the

past, they are ready to move
on and prepare for their final season on the track in the
spring.
“It was really sad to end
my final cross country race,
but I had a great time over
the past few years and I made
a lot of great memories,” said
Lepak.
Many of the runners will
continue their training dur-
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ing the offseason with a winter running group starting
on Monday, Nov. 30, the first
day back from Thanksgiving
break. The winter running
club prepares the runners
for both indoor and outdoor
track seasons as well as future
cross country seasons.

Swim team takes 13th at State meet despite low Racquetball ready to
up the competition
seeding, senior-led 200 freestyle finishes fifth serve
Andrew Modder
BY Patrick
REPORTER

BY
REPORTER

Schuler

T
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verything for the St. Louis
U. High swim team has
led up to this point. All of the
hours of practice, the tedium
of shaving excess body hair to
cut down time, and the tireless toning of muscles led to
a 13th place finish at the state
meet held at St. Peters Rec
Plex.
The Jr. Bills came into
the meet against the current:
SLUH was seeded to make the
state finals in just one event,
the 100 breaststroke. For the
team to have any success at
State, swimmers needed to be
in top form.
“We knew going into the
state meet we’d have to swim
fast,” head coach Lindsey Ehret said. “At practice I asked
the state team to write down
their individual goal times
for their races. … Focusing
and hitting their taper really
helped everyone achieve their
goals and swim best times.”
The goals seemed to
work, as every swimmer at
state swam his best time of
the year. Sophomore Matthias
Hostetler dropped over a second and a half in his 100 butterfly, finishing 20th after being seeded 68th. Sophomore
Barclay Dale had his best
swims of the year in the 100
backstroke and 50 backstroke
in the relay, and senior Dan
Walsh dropped five seconds
in his 500 freestyle.
After the important
prelims on Friday, SLUH
dove into the state finals on
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Saturday, returning for five
swims—including two of the
three relays—after being projected to only return in one.
The 200 medley relay
placed eighth overall in finals
while the 200 freestyle senior relay placed fifth overall,
dropping nearly three seconds
as a team. Seniors Thomas
O’Brien, Michael Krause, and
Chris Kreienkamp had career-best splits in the 200 freestyle relay in either the prelim
or finals race, an unexpected
strong point for the team.
“It was awesome to end
my career as a swimmer up
on the podium,” O’Brien said.
“It was a great way to go out
swimming your fastest time.”
In the individual events,
freshman Joe Feder was the
swimmer of the meet for
SLUH. In the 200 freestyle,

where he was the only freshman out of 16 swimmers,
Feder placed 15th after posting a time of 1:46.62, dropping nearly half of a second
from his preliminary time.
Feder placed 13th in the 100
backstroke, bettering his time
from 55.11 in prelims to 54.68
in the state finals.
The other standout individual swimmer for SLUH
was senior Mark Franz, who
took seventh place in the 100
breaststroke with a time of
59.39 seconds. This was a huge
step up after placing 16th last
year. Franz also had the fastest
50 breast split of any swimmer
in the state in the 200 medley
relay; SLUH placed eighth in
the event.
Franz didn’t swim his
relay without some trouble,
however. Right before the

race, Franz’s swim cap broke.
Although it doesn’t sound too
troublesome, the hair on a
swimmer’s head can negatively effect the swimmer’s time.
Somehow, the broken cap
helped Franz, who dropped
his time by two and a half seconds in the event.
“That’s all a coach can
really ask for, is that her athletes swim their best and
that’s what happened at state
this year,” said Ehret. “All of
this fast swimming resulted in
our 13th place finish—which
should be considered a great
accomplishment. I’m looking forward to next year, there
will be some sprint gaps to fill,
but I’m confident our junior
class and underclassmen will
step up. ”

he St. Louis U. High varsity racquetball team looks
to dominate its challenging
regular season opponents on
its road to Portland in search
of a sixth straight national
title.
The team features junior
Chris Schulze, its top seed,
and seniors Tim Juergens,
John Correa, Charlie Mueth,
Jacob Longinette, and Rich
Helfrey, seeds two through
six. The energetic doubles pair
of seniors Vince Freeman and
Andrew Thomas rounds out
the varsity team.
“I think we have a pretty
good chance of going 10-0
this year, even though we
don’t have that much varsity
experience,” said Schulze.
Only three of the players,
Schulze, Juergens, and Mueth,
have prior varsity experience.
“We only have three returning varsity players and
there are a lot of new guys,”
said Correa, “but we also have
a lot of experience in our top
seeds.”
Despite lacking much
experience at the varsity level,
the team is filled with experience at lower levels and feels
prepared for the season.
“I think with the depth
of our team we are going to be
really competitive and do really great this year,” said Juergens. “I think we can produce
the same results we had last
year.”
A challenging schedule
has the team playing both
Kirkwood and Lafayette—the

two teams ranked closest behind them—twice throughout
the course of the season.
“I’m really looking forward to my match with Lafayette because they have one
of the top players in the state,”
said Schulze about Lafayette’s
one seed Theuns Gerber.
The team as a whole looks
to repeat last year’s State and
then National championships
by employing head coach Joe
Koestner’s philosophy of hitting high-percentage shots
and out-smarting opponents.
“I think we are still going
to have a really great year this
year,” said Juergens. “Hopefully we have the same result
as last year because obviously
that turned out really well for
us.”
However, after star players Kevin Schneier and Brian
Kissel graduated last year, the
team had big shoes to fill.
“Schneier was just a
monster,” said Correa, “but junior Chris Schulze I think is a
great replacement for him and
I think we’ll do fine despite
losing those guys.”
In addition to being the
top seed, Schulze gained more
fame through an interview he
had with Rene Knott this past
Wednesday on KSDK.
“(Knott’s) a great guy and
it was a lot of fun,” said Schulze. “That was really cool for
me to experience that.”
The team faced off against
Kirkwood yesterday, winning
narrowly by a score of 3-2 to
improve to 2-0.
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Hockey defeats Chaminade short-handed, narrowly escapes Kirkwood
November 13, 2015

BY Tim Nile
SPORTS EDITOR

D

espite being short-handed last Friday night, the
St. Louis U. High hockey team
claimed a 5-1 victory over
Chaminade. Three nights later, the fully-staffed team beat
Kirkwood 2-1.
With several players out
for club duties, the Jr. Bills
found themselves short on
numbers. After junior Luke
Gassett opened the game with
a goal that was quickly answered by Chaminade on a
breakaway, the rest of the period was quiet.
A little less than halfway
through the second period,
junior Liam Knobbe had his
first of three goals; he added
his second halfway through
the third period to make it a
3-1 lead.
Knobbe’s second goal
was followed by a senior Kyle
Einig power play goal.
“Their goalie just didn’t
play well,” said Einig.
The second line scored
four of the five goals.

Knobbe earned the hat
trick goal with a minute left
in the game to close out the
scoring.
“I think we all tried our
hardest even though we were
short on numbers,” said senior
Mark Becker.
Monday night against
Kirkwood was a different story. The whole team was present and healthy, but scoring
was lacking.
“I think we played down
to their level,” said senior
captain Connor FitzGerald.
“I believe we are a much better team than they are, but we
struggled to put the puck in
the net early, which has been
a problem so far this season.”
The Jr. Bills got off to a
good start when senior captain Steve Lockwood scored
off of a slap shot from the
point for a quick 1-0 lead.
“We did get a lot of shots,
especially in the first period,”
said FitzGerald. “It was just
one of those nights where the
puck wasn’t bouncing. There
was a lot of breakdowns in

Crossword Apologies
Today, I’d like to take
this time to apologize for the
crossword puzzle that made
an appearance in last week’s
Prep News, Vol. 80, Issue 11.
Brought to our attention by
an email sent by one of our
loyal readers, this problem
concerns some glaring mistakes found in the crossword. Granted, it was fairly
ambitious of us to run such
a large puzzle in the paper—
we knew that there was some
risk involved with our decision, but we chose to move
forward with our selection.
However, the consequences
were more dire than anyone
could have predicted. Let
me go ahead and preface
the list of mistakes found in
the crossword puzzle by interjecting some good news.
The person responsible for
creating this puzzle has been
dealt with accordingly; we
gave him two weeks’ notice
to pack up his school supplies and transfer to a different high school.
Although this list of
mistakes is disturbing, I beg
of you, o reader, to stay with
me. It’s for the best that we
work through this together,
despite the graphic nature
of these errors. Delving deep
into the disastrous disposition of these deviations,
we find that the clue for 18
across, “The Final ____”, is
not, as it turns out, the clue
for The Final Countdown.
Such an obvious error would
be enough to kill the publication of the puzzle, but
the Prep News is sorry to report that the puzzle was not
thoroughly investigated for
inaccuracies of this caliber

and others like it. Another
unfortunate incident occurred with the clue for 14
down, “Paul’s Last Name.”
Odds are, if you turned to
either your right or your left
and asked your classmate
Paul for his last name, the
response your poor friend
Paul gave you would not
complete the puzzle, leading to your disappointment
over the incomplete puzzle
and the eternal shame of
Paul, who is now inclined to
believe that he doesn’t know
his own last name. As for
the clue for 11 across, “Your
favorite subject in grade
school,” it’s been called arrogant and presumptuous—
and those are the least offensive words I’ve heard—for
assuming that your favorite
subject was, in fact, P.E., in
grade school. As for the other errors, most of them fall
into the category of non-existent clues and/or answers,
despite one or the other appearing on the crossword
puzzle.
Phew. That was difficult to get through, even as
the Chief Damage Control
Officer for the Prep News.
In order to prevent more
of these apologies, the Prep
News is increasing vigilance
in all stages of production
in order to nip these errors
in the bud. We’re beefing
up the PN office security as
well, just as a necessary precaution against a potentially
riotous public backlash. For
now, though, the Prep News
regrets these errors.
-Nicholas Messina, PN
80 Chief Damage Control
Officer-

Art | Joe Fentress

Junior Blake Riley with the puck against Chaminade.

front of their net but we just
didn’t put the puck in.”
Junior John Sieckhaus
matched Lockwood’s goal
with a tip-in on a shot from
senior captain Scotty Berger
to put the Jr. Bills up 2-0.
But Kirkwood had not

given up, scoring a goal in the
second period, leaving the Jr.
Bills biting their nails.
“I’m glad that we came
out on top,” said FitzGerald.
“That would have been bad if
it went the other way. I didn’t
like how down to the wire the

photo | Dominik Skroska

game went, it should have
been not down to the wire. I
think we move the puck well. I
think we want to be out there.
I think there’s a lot of cases
though where we have to win
one on one battles that we
don’t sometimes.”

The Jr. Bills’ next game
will be tomorrow night against
Francis Howell Central in the
first game of the season at the
Grindhouse on Gravois, Affton Ice Rink, at 7:45 p.m.

SSN upgrades with HD streaming
BY Jack Sinay
CORE STAFF

A

s the SLUH Sports Network’s viewership has
continued to grow this fall, the
group is working to develop
its broadcasts and has upgraded the quality of its website.
SSN has made a number of improvements with
its broadcasts since its start
a short three months ago. It
has produced high-definition
streaming with high-fidelity
audio and added extra things
like music and voiceovers to
pepper into their broadcasts.
The network is also working
on a running clock, multiple
camera angles, instant replay,
a newly-designed scoreboard,
and an intro, all of which it
hopes to unveil by its first
winter sports broadcast tomorrow.
These
improvements
have come with the network’s
new equipment, which includes a Macbook Pro and
a device to create its own
hotspot.
Its website has continued
developing too. In its second
rendition, which was almost
a “complete redesign,” according to chief website developer
senior Patrick Rottman, it has
been coded to connect to their
Twitter, Facebook accounts as
well as e-mail, so when one is

updated, the others keep up.
It has also been linked to the
Prep News website in order to
feature articles concerning the
games they cover, and has a
way to sign-up to get notified
when the group goes live in a
broadcast.
“We’ve had good audio,
and we’ve had good video, so
the minimum bar has been
met,” said chief technology
officer Tom Hillmeyer. “Now,
we’re just trying to take it to
the next level.”
With
improvements
like those, viewership has
remained strong, with peak
popularity for big games like
an early soccer game against
top-ranked Chaminade or
the sectional soccer matchup
against De Smet. In the game
against De Smet, SSN had
347 concurrent viewers (the
number of people streaming a
game at one time), its highest
all year.
As word has spread, the
group has also developed a
wider audience. For the soccer
sectional, although the majority of the audience was still
watching from the Show Me
State, people tuned in from
Florida and New York and
even Vietnam and Spain.
Despite its momentum,
the group is still primarily
senior-based and has yet to

garner a large underclassmen
following.
“I think (SSN) really provides guys a good opportunity
to come out of their shell,” said
president Andrew Murphy.
The network is currently
preparing to cover hockey and
basketball for the upcoming
winter sports season.

a friendly connection to a visitor to make SLUH stand out a
little bit from other places is
something that he does without hesitation.
Leahy uses the metaphor
of officials or refs in a game:
“If we do a good job and be
consistent everyone is happy
and everyone is glad to have
us around.”
One of Leahy’s favorite
perks of the job comes from
having the best seat in the
house. Every day he sees students walking up to school

and then walking back down
to practice or thier cars.
“It’s very rewarding to see
people come here freshman
year and see SLUH mold and
shape you as you mature into
a young man,” Leahy said.
According to Leahy, being able to witness that, as
well as taking care of a community that fosters that kind
of growth is payment in and
of itself. Over time he puts
names to faces and then those
faces to clubs, sports, and parents of past classmates. Giving

For hockey, the group
plans on covering games at
Affton and Queeney. They are
still deciding who will cover
hockey, and will test out a
few commentators in their
first winter sports broadcast
tomorrow night when SLUH
plays Francis Howell Central.
Photos | SSN, Leo Heinz

Seniors Sam Tettamble and Kevin Strader during a soccer game.

The SSN crew during a football game in August.

Leahy chooses SLUH community, family over sales job

(continued from page 5)

smile and a hello. And having
gone to school here, I know it
can get a little intense here at
times for you guys, we all have
rough days sometimes and I
like do my best to be a friendly
face,” said Leahy.
Seeing former classmates
is also a big perk of his job
here. Many alums from his
class have kids at school here
now and catching up with
them and their kids is always
a great way to stay connected.
Going that extra mile to offer

back to the SLUH community
has been a huge motivation
for coming back to SLUH and
will continue motivate and
encourage him in the future.
At the end of the day he’s
not just a security guard. His
bottom line might be to keep
people that shouldn’t be wandering around SLUH out, but
he is able to balance that with
being a friendly, social, and
welcoming figure at the gates
of SLUH. For Tim Leahy it’s
more than just a job, it’s personal, with a wave and a smile.
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Around the Hallways

Blue Ribbon given in D.C. ceremony
President David Laughlin and
Assistant Principal for Academics
Tom Becvar traveled to Washington,
D.C., to officially receive the Blue Ribbon Award at a ceremony of the over
400 schools given the award. The ceremony featured a luncheon, a speech
by the under secretary of education,
and then each school receiving the
award. SLUH now considers exactly
where to place the award—other
schools have ordered large ribbons to
hang from some part of the building.
Crews replace windows
The Commons window panel
that was shattered in September was
replaced last Thursday, just in time
for Sunday’s Open House. Director of
Facilities Joe Rankin said that it cost
around $2,000 to replace. Another
window, left of the center doors to the
theater entrance off the turnaround,
was also replaced for $1,400, after it
was shattered by a delivery truck last
month.
Faculty spends Monday on retreat
The entire faculty and some staff
members traveled to the Marianist
Retreat Center in Eureka for a retreat
featuring spoken reflections by Sean
Agniel, ’92, who is the primary and

Friday, November 13

secondary education assistant for the
provincial Fr. Ron Mercier, S.J., P.E.
teacher Patrick Zarrick, and Campus Ministry chair Nick Ehlman. The
theme was “Honoring creation: prayer
and mission.”
New healthy-focused vending machine arrives in senior hallway
A new vending machine serving
healthy snacks and drinks and taking
major credit cards arrived at the south
end of senior hallway this week. The
machine is managed by Good Sound
Nutrition, LLC, a local group that
manages “Good for You” vending machines around the area. Food Service
Consultants leader Kathy Hylla said
that the machine costs them or the
school nothing, as they are allowing
the outside group to manage the machine here; as such, they do not control the costs of the items. The items
include POP chips, CLIF bars and trail
mix, ranging from $1.25-1.50, while
drinks include Blue Sky soda, protein
shakes and green tea, in the range of
$1.25 to 3.75.
STARS holds third discussion of the
Autobiography of Malcolm X
Senior Brendan Underwood led
the third of five discussions of the
Autobiography of Malcolm X. Under-

wood titled this section of the book
Detroit Red to Minister Malcolm X.
A couple dozen students and teachers
talked about common misconceptions
of the Nation of Islam and how this
section of the book refutes the violence
often associated with the group. The
next discussion is set for November 19.
SLUH YIG Departs for 3-Day session
The Missouri Youth in Government club, moderated by Craig
Hannick, left for Missouri’s capitol,
Jefferson City, yesterday to participate
with other schools in broadening their
knowledge of laws, bills, and the inner workings of the Missouri political system. In the second year of the
club, Wednesday morning has given
students the opportunity to create
bills that they would like to see implemented into Missouri’s law code. Once
the students’ bills are finished they
will travel with the club to the capital
where over the course of three days,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, the
bills will be judged and voted on to
see if they pass. If the bills pass, they
will be implemented into the Missouri
Youth Government law code.
—Leo Heinz, Nolen Doorack, Galen
Bacharier, Liam Heffernan and Connor
Worley.

A

new student art exhibit
hanging in the J-wing
shows modified maps of St.
Louis city, conveying messages of a divided city and featuring a tally of St. Louis city’s
2015 homicide rate.
When art teacher Sean
Powers recently returned to
the city of St. Louis where he
grew up, he was shocked at
the amount of violence taking
place in the city.
With the number of homicides rising, “It made me
sad, it broke my heart, to see
that the city that I personally
love so much, that the school
has so much invested interest
in, is killing itself,” said Powers.
Riding his bike through
the St. Louis area, Powers noticed signs that said, “We Must
Stop Killing Each Other,” a
campaign in St. Louis that
promotes an end to violence.
Inspired, Powers wanted
to do something for the SLUH
community to help the school
become more aware of the
violence taking place. With
his 2D design class, Powers
assigned a project for his students to address this issue of
violence in St. Louis while using design elements like space
and shape, and design principles such as unity, harmony,
and balance.
Outlining a map of St.
Louis and cutting out the
boundaries, the students
made each of their projects
using the cut outs of each of
the neighborhoods of the city.
Powers left the project open to
the creativity of the students,
allowing them to apply their
own thoughts and ideas to
the project, while using the
themes of the love and tragedy
in St. Louis.
Michael Llewellyn, a
sophomore, divided his piece
with the neighborhoods that
have not had a homicide on
the top, and the neighbor-

Freshman Class Mass
Snack— Mini Corn Dogs
Lunch Special—Country Fried Steak
Vegetarian—Salmon
Regular Schedule
Saturday, November 14
7:45pm V Hockey vs. Francis Howell Central @ Affton
Ice Rink
Regular Schedule
Sunday, November 15
12:00pm Freshman Retreat
7:45pm JV Hockey (Blue) vs. Lindbergh @ Affton Ice
Rink
9:00pm JV Hockey (White) vs. Oakville @ Affton Ice Rink

Monday, November 16

Regular Schedule
Adopt-A-Family Drive (until December 4)
Loyola Santa Collection (until November 20)
AP
Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch Special—Chicken Club Wraps
Vegetarian—Salmon
5:30pm Advisory Committee for Student Affairs Meeting
9:00pm V Hockey vs. Vianney @ Affton Ice Rink

Tuesday, November 17

a completely different place in
St. Louis.”
On the upper left side of
the wall, Powers hung up the
number 171, the total number
of homicides so far this year.
As that number continues to
climb, Powers plans to put up

Michael Llwellyn

Jack Leavitt

Regular Schedule

AP
Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch Special—Chicken Club Wrap
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
6:00pm Phone-A-Thon

Wednesday, November 18

Regular Schedule
8:00am Faculty In-Service
AP
Snack—Mini Corn Dogs
Lunch Special—Hand-Breaded Chicken Strips
Vegetarian—Tilapia
6:00pm Phone-A-Thon
Regular Schedue

AP

NHS Meeting
Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Sweet Potatoes
6:00pm Phone-A-Thon

Display asks passersby to consider divisions
hoods with homicides on bottom. Llewellyn punched holes
in those pieces to represent
the loss of life in the community. His piece shows that
death affects the entire community.
Jack Leavitt, a sophomore, arranged his piece in a
spiral to show that St. Louis is
spiraling out of control with
the violence.
“I was surprised to find
out how many murders have
happened in our city. It was
just kind of eye-opening,” said
Leavitt.
John Appelbaum, a
sophomore, recreated a map
of St. Louis with the different
boundaries, and peeled the
neighborhoods that have had
homicides to represent how
those neighborhoods are peeling away from St. Louis.
“You see it and it’s normal to you. You get used to it,
numb to it,” said Appelbaum.
Sean Warren, a senior,
when passing by the wall first
thought it was a collection
of body parts. But when he
learned of the true meaning
behind the art, Warren said,
“It’s a lot of individual small
pieces coming together to
make a bigger picture.”
Jacob Price, a junior, also
noticed the artwork. Astonished at the different boundaries that break St. Louis up,
Price said, “Crossing one
boundary line can put you in

Regular Schedule

AP

Thursday, November 19

What is that?

BY Jack Schweizer
REPORTER
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Friday, November 20
AP
Lunch
4:00pm
5:15pm
6:30pm
8:00pm

Regular Schedule
Sophomore Class Mass
Snack—Chicken Rings
Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
C White Basketball vs. CBC @ SLUH
C Blue Basketball vs. CBC @ SLUH
V Basketball vs. CBC
V Hockey vs. CBC @ Affton Ice Rink
calendar | Liam Connolly and Sam Chechik

Teach-In, largest yet
The St. Louis art in the J-Wing presents depictions of conflict
and separation.

the new total each week as a
reminder of the reality of the
violence taking place every
day in the city.
He hopes that people will
stop by the wall, reflect, meditate, and pray for an end to violence in the city of St. Louis.

John Appelbaum

From left to right: The neighborhoods that have not had a homicide on the top and the
neighborhoods with homicides on the bottom. A spiral showing St. Louis spiraling out of
control with violence. A map with different boundaries, with the neighborhoods that have had
homicides peeling away.

(Continued from page 4)

On Sunday morning, Maureen O’Connell, an associate
professor of Christian ethics at La Salle University, gave a
speech about racial injustice in the global community.
Rudy Lopez, the executive director of Interfaith Worker Justice, talked about the difference between reality and
dreams on Sunday afternoon. He also spoke about how power (made up of time, people, and resources) bridges the gap
between those things.
Between O’Connell’s and Lopez’s speeches, students
split up and listened to various breakout sessions that focused on environmental justice, immigration reform, fair
trade, criminal justice, Islamophobia, inclusive education,
and fighting poverty in communities around the world.
“I really liked the session about Islamophobia, and I feel
like not too many people know about it and not too many
people really care about it,” said sophomore Delton Utsey.
“It’s still a big issue in our community and I feel like we
should educate people on what it is.”
At the end of Sunday evening, all 1700 attendees gathered in the ballroom for Mass, celebrated by Fr. Tim Kesicki,
S.J., whose homily included the ideas of fearlessness and the
meaning of poetry.
“There was just a sense of community between all of the
schools,” said junior Blake Johnson, “and especially at the
Mass when we were saying all of the responses there was a
strong union and a strong overall passion for social justice,
and it was inspiring by the fact that we can truly change the
world.”

